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Abstract1

At least two distinct processes have been identified by which motor commands are adapted accord-2

ing to movement-related feedback: reward based learning and sensory error based learning. In3

sensory error based learning, mappings between sensory targets and motor commands are recal-4

ibrated according to sensory error feedback. In reward based learning, motor commands are as-5

sociated with subjective value, such that successful actions are reinforced. We designed two tasks6

to isolate reward and sensory error based motor adaptation, and recorded electroencephalography7

(EEG) from humans to identify and dissociate the neural correlates of reward and sensory error8

processing. We designed a visuomotor rotation task to isolate sensory error based learning which9

was induced by altered visual feedback of hand position. In a reward learning task, we isolated10

reward based learning induced by binary reward feedback that was decoupled from the visual tar-11

get. We found that a fronto-central event related potential called the feedback related negativity12

(FRN) was elicited specifically by reward feedback but not sensory error feedback. A more poste-13

rior component called the P300 was evoked by feedback in both tasks. In the visuomotor rotation14

task, P300 amplitude was increased by sensory error induced by perturbed visual feedback, and15

was correlated with learning rate. In the reward learning task, P300 amplitude was increased by16

reward relative to non reward and by surprise regardless of feedback valence. We propose that17

during motor adaptation, the FRN might specifically mark reward prediction error while the P30018

might reflect processing which is modulated more generally by prediction error.19

New and Noteworthy20

We studied the event related potentials evoked by feedback stimuli during motor adaptation tasks21

that isolate reward and sensory error learning mechanisms. We found that the feedback related22

negativity was specifically elicited by reward feedback, while the P300 was observed in both tasks.23

These results reveal neural processes associated with different learning mechanisms and elucidate24

which classes of errors, from a computational standpoint, elicit the FRN and P300.25
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Introduction26

It is thought that sensorimotor adaptation is driven by two distinct error signals, sensory predic-27

tion error (SPE) and reward prediction error (RPE), and that both can simultaneously contribute28

to learning (Huang et al. 2011; Izawa and Shadmehr 2011; Shmuelof et al. 2012; Galea et al. 2015;29

Nikooyan and Ahmed 2015). Electroencephalography (EEG) has been used to identify neural sig-30

natures of error processing in variousmotor learning andmovement execution tasks, but it remains31

unclear how these neural responses relate to distinct reward and sensory-error basedmotor learning32

mechanisms (Krigolson et al. 2008; Torrecillos et al. 2014; MacLean et al. 2015). Here we identified33

neural signatures of sensory error and reward feedback processing inmotor learning using separate34

learning paradigms that produce comparable changes in behavior.35

In theories ofmotor adaptation, SPE occurswhen the sensory consequences ofmotor commands dif-36

fer from the predicted outcomes. SPE is thought to occur in visuomotor rotation (VMR) paradigms37

in which visual feedback of hand position is rotated relative to the actual angle of reach. Adapta-38

tion, in which motor output is adjusted to compensate for perturbations, is thought to be driven39

largely by SPE in these tasks (Izawa and Shadmehr 2011; Marko et al. 2012). Sensory error feed-40

back activates brain regions including primary sensory motor areas, posterior parietal cortex, and41

cerebellum (Inoue et al. 2000, 2016; Krakauer et al. 2004; Diedrichsen et al. 2005; Bédard and Sanes42

2014). Tanaka et al. (2009) propose that SPEs computed by the cerebellum produce adaptation via43

changes in synaptic weighting between the posterior parietal cortex andmotor cortex. Furthermore,44

strategic aiming also contributes to behavioural compensation for visuomotor rotations in amanner45

that is largely independent from the automatic visuomotor recalibration that is driven by cerebellar46

circuits (Mazzoni and Krakauer 2006; Benson et al. 2011; Taylor et al. 2014; McDougle et al. 2016).47

Recent research suggests that a reward based learning process can also contribute to motor adap-48

tation in parallel to a sensory-error based learning system, and that reward feedback can drive49

motor learning even in the absence of sensory error feedback (Izawa and Shadmehr 2011; Therrien50

et al. 2015; Holland et al. 2018). Reward learning has been isolated experimentally by providing51

participants with only binary reward feedback, indicating success or failure, without visual feed-52

back of hand position. Reward-based motor learning has been modelled as reinforcement learning,53

which maps actions to abstract representations of reward or success, rather than to the sensory con-54

sequences of action. In reinforcement learning theory, if the outcome of an action is better than55

the predicted outcome, a positive reward prediction error (RPE) occurs which drives an increase56

in the agent’s estimate of expected value of that reward outcome, along with an increase in the57

future likelihood of selecting that particular action. Conversely, if the outcome is worse than ex-58

pected, a negative RPE diminishes the estimated value and likelihood of selecting that action. Pha-59

sic dopaminergic signaling in the VTA and striatum is consistent with encoding of RPE (Glimcher60

2011), and dopaminergic activity has been implicated in reward based motor learning (Galea et al.61

2013; Pekny et al. 2015).62

EEG has been used to identify neural correlates of error monitoring, but few studies have employed63

motor adaptation tasks. An event-related potential (ERP) known as the feedback related negativ-64

ity (FRN) has been proposed to reflect processing of RPE in the context of reinforcement learning.65

There is evidence that FRN reflects activity in anterior cingulate or supplementary motor cortical66

areas, and the reinforcement learning theory of the FRN states that it is driven by phasic dopamin-67
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ergic signaling of RPE (Holroyd and Coles 2002; Nieuwenhuis et al. 2004; Walsh and Anderson68

2012; Heydari and Holroyd 2016). Other accounts attribute the FRN to processes involving conflict69

monitoring or general prediction error as opposed to RPE (Alexander and Brown 2011; Baker and70

Holroyd 2011a; Botvinick 2011). Motor adaptation paradigms are particularly opportune to test71

the reinforcement learning theory of the FRN as they afford dissociation between reinforcement72

learning processes and learning through sensory prediction error.73

The FRN potential is superimposed on the P300, a well characterized positive ERP component that74

peaks later than FRN, and with a more posterior scalp distribution. It has been proposed that the75

P300 reflects the updating of a model of stimulus context (Donchin and Coles 1988). Both the FRN76

and the P300 have been observed in response to errors inmotor tasks (Krigolson et al. 2008; Torrecil-77

los et al. 2014; MacLean et al. 2015; Reuter et al. 2018; Savoie et al. 2018) . In this paper we describe78

experiments in which we isolated and compared EEG responses to both reward and sensory error79

feedback using separate adaptation paradigms that produced comparable changes in behavior. We80

tested the idea that the FRN is a neural signature of feedback processing that specifically supports re-81

ward based motor learning, while the P300 reflects a process which is generally related to feedback82

processing but is particularly important for sensory error based learning.83

Material and Methods84

ExperimentalDesign andStatisticalAnalysis. Participantsmade reachingmovements toward a vi-85

sual target while holding the handle of a robotic arm. A screen displayed visual information related86

to the task but occluded vision of the arm. The setup and procedure regarding the reaching move-87

ments is described under “Apparatus/Behavioral Task”. Feedback pertaining to reach angle was88

provided at movement endpoint, and feedback was manipulated such that participants adapted89

their reach direction to compensate for the manipulations. Participants were instructed that each90

reach terminating within the target would be rewarded with a small monetary bonus. Participants91

underwent alternating experimental blocks of a reward learning task and a visuomotor rotation92

task. The design for each task is described under “reward learning task” and “visuomotor rotation93

task” methods subsections, respectively.94

In the visuomotor rotation task, a cursor appeared at movement endpoint to represent the position95

of the hand. In a randomly selected 50% of trials, a perturbation was imposed, such that the cursor96

feedback was rotated around the starting position by a fixed angle, indicating a reach angle that97

was shifted relative to the unperturbed feedback. The magnitude of the perturbation was varied98

across blocks, and was either .75 deg or 1.5 deg. Behaviourally, we tested for trial by trial adaptive99

responses that compensated for the perturbations. We compared the neural responses to rotated100

and non-rotated feedback to assess the neural correlates of processing sensory error feedback dur-101

ing adaptation, and we tested whether this effect was modulated by the size of the perturbations.102

The perturbations were small relative to the size of the target, such that participants nearly always103

landed in the target, fulfilling the goal of the task and earning a monetary reward, even on the per-104

turbed trials. Thus, reward and task error were constant between perturbed and non-perturbed105

feedback, and by comparing the two conditions we could assess the neural and behavioural re-106

sponse to sensory error without the confounds of reward or task error processing.107
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In the reward learning task, no cursor appeared to indicate the position of the hand, but instead108

binary feedback indicated whether or not participants succeeded in hitting the target and earning109

monetary reward. This allowed us to assess the neural and behavioral responses to reward feedback110

in isolation from sensory error processing, as visual information revealing the position of the hand111

was not provided. Reward was delivered probabilistically, with a higher probability of reward for112

reaches in one direction than the other, relative to participants’ recent history of reach direction. This113

was intended to induce adaptation such that participants would adjust their reaches towards the di-114

rection that was rewarded at a higher probability. The overall reward frequency was controlled and115

manipulated across blocks, so that participants experienced both reward and non-reward feedback116

in both low and high overall reward frequency conditions. We compared the neural responses to117

reward and non-reward feedback to assess the neural correlates of reward processing during adap-118

tation. We compared the responses to frequent and infrequent feedback to assess effects related to119

expectation, under the assumption that outcomes which occurred less frequently in a given block120

would violate expectations more strongly (Reward feedback in the high reward frequency condi-121

tion and non-reward feedback in the low reward frequency conditions were deemed “frequent”,122

while non-reward feedback in the high reward frequency condition and reward feedback in the low123

reward frequency condition were deemed “infrequent”).124

The trial averaging procedures used to estimate the neural responses to various feedback condi-125

tions are described under “Event Related Component Averaging”, and the analysis of these neural126

responses is described under “P300 Analysis” and “Feedback Related Negativity Analysis”.127

Results of statistical tests are reported in the Results section, under “Behavioral Results”, “Feed-128

back Related Negativity Results”, and “P300 Results”. Linear relationships between behavioural129

and EEG measures were assessed using robust regression, implemented by the Matlab fitlm func-130

tion with robust fitting option. This method uses iteratively reweighted least squares regression,131

assigning lower weight to outlier data points. Student’s t-tests were performed using MATLAB132

R2016b, and Lilliefors test was used to test the assumption of normality. In the case of non-normal133

data, Wilcoxin signed rank test was used to test pairwise differences. Repeated measures analy-134

ses of variance (ANOVAs) were conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics version 25. For all ANOVAs,135

Mauchly’s test was used to validate the assumption of sphericity.136

Participants. A total of n=20 healthy, right-handed participants were included in our study (23.21137

± 3.09 years old, 12 females). Three participants underwent the experimental procedure but were138

excluded due to malfunction of the EEG recording equipment. One participant who reported that139

they performed movements based on a complex strategy that was unrelated to the experimental140

task was excluded. Participants provided written informed consent to experimental procedures141

approved by the Research Ethics Board at The University of Western Ontario.142

Experimental Procedure. Participants first performed a block of 50 practice trials. After the prac-143

tice block the experimenter fitted the EEG cap and applied conductive gel to the electrodes before144

beginning the behavioral task (see “EEG Data Acquisition” below). The behavioral procudure con-145

sisted of 8 experimental blocks, including four 115-trial blocks of a reward learning task and four146

125-trial blocks of a visuomotor rotation task. The order of the blocks alternated between the two147

task types but was otherwise randomized. Participants took self-paced rests between blocks.148
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Apparatus/Behavioral Task. Participants produced reaching movements with their right arm in a149

horizontal plane at chest height while holding the handle of a robotic arm (InMotion2, Interactive150

Motion Technologies, Massachusetts, United States; Fig 1). Position of the robot handle was sam-151

pled at 600Hz. A semi-silveredmirror obscured vision of the arm and displayed visual information152

related to the task. An air-sled supported each participant’s right arm.153

Participants began each trial with their hand at a start position in front of their chest at bodymidline154

(mid-saggital plane). The start position was displayed using a red circle with a diameter of 1 cm155

(Fig 1a). A white circular target was displayed 14 cm away from the start position (Fig 1a). A156

cursor indicated hand position only while the hand was within the start circle. The start position157

turned green to cue the onset of each reach once the handle had remained inside the start position158

continuously for 750 ms. Participants were instructed that they must wait for the cue to begin each159

reach, but that it was not necessary to reach immediately or react quickly upon seeing the cue.160

Participants were instructed to make forward reaches and to stop their hand within the target. An161

arc shaped cursor indicated reach extent throughout the movement, without revealing the angle of162

the hand relative to the start position. In the first 5 baseline trials of each block, continuous position163

feedback was provided and consisted of an additional circular cursor indicated the position of the164

hand throughout the reach. In all subsequent reaches for each block, the cursor indicating hand165

position disappearedwhen the hand left the start position, and only the arc shaped cursor indicating166

movement extentwas shown. A viscous force field assisted participants in braking their handwhen167

the reach extent was greater than 14 cm.168

The robot ended each movement by fixing the handle position when the hand velocity decreased169

below 0.03 m/s. During this time, while the hand was fixed in place (for 700 ms) visual feedback170

of reach angle was provided. Feedback indicated either reach endpoint position, a binary reward171

outcome, or feedback of movement speed (see below). Visual feedback was then removed and the172

robot guided the hand back to the start position. During this time no visual information relating to173

hand position was displayed.174

Reach endpoint was defined as the position at which the reach path intersected the perimeter of a175

circle (14 cm radius), centered at the start position. Reach angle was calculated as the angle between176

a line drawn from the start position to reach endpoint and a line drawn from the start position to the177

center of the target, such that reaching straight ahead corresponds to 0 deg and counter-clockwise178

reach angles are positive (Fig 1a). Feedback about reach angle was provided either in the form of179

endpoint position feedback or binary reward feedback. The type of feedback, as well as various180

feedback manipulations, varied according to the assigned experimental block type (See “Reward181

LearningCondition” and “Visuomotor RotationCondition”). Endpoint position feedback consisted182

of a stationary cursor indicating the position of movement endpoint, while reward feedback con-183

sisted of the target turning either red or green to indicate that the reach endpoint missed or hit the184

target, respectively.185

Movement duration was defined as the time elapsed between the hand leaving the start position186

and the moment hand velocity dropped below 0.03 m/s. If movement duration was greater than187

700 ms or less than 450 ms no feedback pertaining to movement angle was provided. Instead, the188

gray arc behind the target turned blue or yellow to indicate that the reach was too slow or too189
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Figure 1: Experimental setup. A, Participants reached to visual targets while holding the handle of a robotic
arm. Vision of the arm was obscured by a screen that displayed visual information related to the task. B,
During reaches, hand position was hidden but an arc shaped cursor indicated the extent of the reach with-
out revealing reach angle. Feedback was provided at reach endpoint. C, In the reward learning condition,
binary feedback represented whether reaches were successful or unsuccessful in hitting the target by turning
green or red, respectively. Reach adaptation was induced by providing reward for movements that did not
necessarily correspond to the visual target. D, In the visuomotor rotation condition, feedback represented
the endpoint position of the hand. Adaptation was induced by rotating the angle of the feedback relative to
the actual reach angle.
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fast, respectively. Participants were informed that movements with an incorrect speed would be190

repeated but would not otherwise affect the experiment.191

To minimize the impact of eye-blink related EEG artifacts, participants were asked to fixate their192

gaze on a black circular target in the center of the reach target and to refrain from blinking through-193

out each arm movement and subsequent presentation of feedback.194

Practice Block. Each participant completed a block of practice trials before undergoing the reward195

learning and visuomotor rotation experiments. Practice continued until participants achieved 50196

movements within the desired range of movement duration. Continuous position feedback was197

provided during the first five trials, and only endpoint position feedback was provided for the198

subsequent 10 trials. After these initial 15 trials, no position feedback was provided outside the199

start position.200

Reward Learning Task. Binary reward feedback was provided to induce adaptation of reach angle.201

Each participant completed 4 blocks in the reward learning condition. We manipulated feedback202

with direction of intended learning and reward frequency as factors using a 2x2 design (direction203

of learning x reward frequency) across blocks. For each direction of intended learning (clockwise204

and counter-clockwise), each participant experienced a block with high reward frequency and a205

block with low reward frequency. Participants performed blocks with each direction of intended206

learning to control for bias in reach direction. Reward frequency was manipulated to assess effects207

related to expectation, under the assumption that outcomes which occurred less frequently in a208

given block would violate expectations more strongly. Each reward learning block continued until209

the participant completed 115 reaches with acceptable movement duration. Participants reached210

towards a circular target 1.2 cm (4.9 deg) in diameter. The first 15 reaches were baseline trials during211

which the participant did not receive reward feedback. Continuous position feedbackwas provided212

during the first five trials, and only endpoint position feedback was provided for the subsequent 10213

trials. After these baseline trials, no position feedback was provided, and binary reward feedback214

was provided at the end of the movement. Participants were told that they would earn additional215

monetary compensation for reaches that ended within the target, up to a maximum of CAD$10 for216

the whole experiment. Participants were told that rewarded and unrewarded reaches would be217

indicated by the target turning green and red, respectively.218

Unbeknownst to participants, reward feedback was delivered probabilistically. The likelihood of219

reward depended on the difference between the current reach angle and the median reach angle220

of the previous 10 reaches. In the high reward frequency condition, reward was delivered with221

probability of 100% if the difference between the current reach angle and the running median was222

in the direction of intended learning, and at a probability of 30% otherwise (eq. 1). When the run-223

ning median was at least 6 deg away from zero in the direction of intended learning, reward was224

delivered at a fixed probability of 65%. This was intended to minimize conscious awareness of the225

manipulation by limiting adaptation to ± 6 deg. In the low reward frequency condition, reward226

was similarly delivered at a probability of either 70% or 0% (eq. 2). When the running median was227

at least 6 deg away from zero in the direction of intended learning, reward was delivered at a fixed228

probability of 35%. Reach angle and feedback throughout a representative experimental block is229

shown in Figure 2.230
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Weemployed this adaptive, closed loop reward schedule so that the overall frequency of rewardwas231

controlled. While participants adapted their reach angle to the task, the task adapted to the changing232

reach angle, as each reach was assessed relative to the recent history of reaches. This allowed us233

to assess correlations between neural measures and behavior without confounding learning and234

reward frequency.235
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Reward Learning

Visuomotor Rotation

Figure 2: Reach angles of a representative participant. A)We show the reward learning block assigned to the
clockwise adaptationwith high reward frequency condition. Reacheswere rewardedwith 100.0%probability
for reach angles less than the median of the previous 10 reaches, and with 30.0% probability for reach angles
greater than this running median. Reward was delivered at a fixed probability of 65.0% when the running
median was less than -6 degs, indicated by the ‘Non-Adaptation’ portion of the block. B) The visuomotor
rotation block assigned to the 1.5 degree rotation condition is shown. The rotation is imposed randomly in
50% of trials. The rotation is initially counterclockwise but reverses when the mean of the previous five reach
angles becomes less than -6.0 deg.

phigh =


1, z · (θi − median(θi−10, . . . , θi=1)) > 0
.3, z · (θi − median(θi−10, . . . , θi=1)) < 0
.65, z · median(θi−9, . . . , θi) > 6

(1)

plow =


.7, z · (θi − median(θi−10, . . . , θi=1)) > 0
0, z · (θi − median(θi−10, . . . , θi=1)) < 0
.35, z · median(θi−9, . . . , θi) > 6

(2)
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Where p is probability of reward described separately for the high and low reward frequency con-236

ditions, θ is the reach angle on trial i, z = 1 for counter-clockwise learning blocks, and z = −1 for237

clockwise learning blocks.238

Visuomotor Rotation Task. Endpoint feedback was rotated relative to the actual reach angle to239

induce sensory-error based adaptation. Each participant completed 4 blocks in the visuomotor ro-240

tation condition. We manipulated feedback with initial rotation direction and perturbation size as241

factors using a 2x2 design across blocks. For each direction of initial rotation (clockwise and counter-242

clockwise) each participant experienced a block with large rotation (1.5 deg) and a block with small243

rotation (.75 deg). Each block continued until participants completed 125 reaches within acceptable244

movement duration limits. Participants reached towards a circular target 2.5 cm (10.2 deg) in di-245

ameter. Participants first performed 25 baseline reaches during which position feedback reflected246

veridical reach angle. A cursor continuously indicated hand position during the first 10 trials. A247

static cursor indicated movement endpoint position for the subsequent 15 trials. After the baseline248

reaches, the adaptation portion of each block began unannounced to participants and continued249

until the participant performed 100 additional reaches of acceptable movement duration.250

During the adaptation trials, endpoint position feedback was provided that did not necessarily cor-251

respond to the true hand position. Participants were instructed that endpoint feedback within the252

target would earn them bonus compensation, but no explicit reward feedback was provided during253

the experiment. To determine the feedback angle in the small and large perturbation conditions, in254

a randomly selected 50% of trials we added a rotation of 0.75 deg or 1.5 deg, respectively, to the255

true reach angle. In addition, on every trial, we subtracted an estimate of the current state of reach256

adaptation (eq. 3).257

To illustrate the purpose of subtracting a running estimate of the current state of adaptation, we258

can consider the case in which reach angle was adapted by +2 deg through cumulative exposure259

to a -.75 deg rotation. If the state of adaptation is accurately estimated and subtracted from the260

true reach angle, then a reach angle of +2 deg will result in either unperturbed feedback at 0 deg261

or rotated feedback at -.75 deg. The online estimate of adaptation consisted of a running average262

of the previous 6 reach angles and a model of reach adaptation which assumed that participants263

would adapt to a fixed proportion of the reach errors experienced during the previous 3 trials. A264

windowed average centered around the current reach angle could serve as a low pass filter to es-265

timate the current state of reach adaptation, but the running average during the experiment was266

necessarily centered behind the current reach angle. Thus, an online model was necessary to ac-267

count for adaptation that would occur in response to errors experienced on trials included in the268

running average. Mis-estimation of the learning rate in the online model would lead to systematic269

bias in the feedback angle, while a perfect model would lead to unperturbed feedback that is dis-270

tributed around 0 deg with variance that reflects the natural movement variability. An adaptation271

rate of 0.25 was chosen for the online model on the basis of pilot data.272

This design allowed us to compare perturbed and unperturbed feedback in randomly intermixed273

trials, which is generally advantageous in ERP experiments. Previous studies have imposed a fixed274

perturbation throughout a block of trials and compared early trials, inwhich the visual error is large,275

to late trials, in which the error has beenminimized through adaptation (Tan et al. 2014; MacLean et276

al. 2015). However, in such designs the independent variable is not experimentally controlled, and277
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differences in neural response might be attributed to changes in the state of adaptation or simply278

habituation to feedback, as opposed to sensory error per se. Another alternative is to impose ran-279

dom rotations in either direction, but previous work has demonstrated that neural and behavioural280

responses are larger for consistent perturbations, presumably because the sensorimotor system at-281

tributes variability in feedback to noise processes and downweights adaptive responses accordingly282

(Tan et al. 2014).283

As in the reward learning condition, we sought to limit the magnitude of adaptation to 6 deg in284

an attempt to minimize conscious awareness of the manipulation. This limit was implemented285

by reversing the direction of the perturbation whenever the average reach angle in the previous286

six movements differed from zero by at least 6 deg in the direction of intended reach adaptation.287

Reversing the direction of the perturbation caused participants to adapt in the opposite direction.288

Reach angle and feedback angle throughout a representative experimental block is shown in Figure289

2.290

Xi = θi + q − mean(θi−5, . . . , θi−1) +
i−1∑

k=i−3
(.25 · Xk)

q = z · s · u

p(u) =
{

.5, if u = 1

.5, if u = 0

(3)

X denotes feedback angle, θ denotes reach angle, and q denotes the perturbation. z denotes the291

direction of the perturbation (z = 1 for counter-clockwise perturbations, and z = −1 for clockwise292

perturbations). s denotes the size of the perturbation (.75 deg or 1.5 deg in the small and large error293

conditions, respectively). u is a discrete random variable that is realized as either 1 or 0 with equal294

probability (50%).295

EEG Data Acquisition. EEG data were acquired from 16 cap-mounted electrodes using an active296

electrode system (g.Gamma; g.tec Medical Engineering) and amplifier (g.USBamp; g.tec Medical297

Engineering). We recorded from electrodes placed according to the 10-20 system at sites Fz, FCz,298

Cz, CPz, Pz, POz, FP1, FP2, FT9, FT10, FC1, FC2, F3, F4, F7, F8, referenced to an electrode placed299

on participants’ left earlobe. Impedances were maintained below 5 kU. Data were sampled at 4800300

Hz and filtered online with band-pass (0.1-1,000 Hz) and notch (60 Hz) filters. The amplifier also301

recorded data from a photo-diode attached to the display monitor to determine the timing of stim-302

ulus onset.303

Behavioral Data Analysis. Reward learning task: Motor learning scores were calculated for each304

participant as the difference between the average reach angle in the counter-clockwise learning305

blocks and the average reach angle in the clockwise learning blocks. We chose to assess reach angle306

throughout the entire task, as opposed to only in a window of trials at the end of each block, pri-307

marily because reach direction was often unstable and a smaller window was susceptible to drift.308

Furthermore, this metric of learning measured not only the final state of adaptation but also re-309

flected the rate of adaptation throughout the block without assuming a particular function for the310

time course of learning. Lastly, this metric was not dependent on the choice of a particular subset311
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of trials.312

We excluded baseline trials and trials that did not meet the movement duration criteria, as no feed-313

back related to reach angle was provided on these trials (6.5% of trials in the VMR task, 7.4% of314

trials in the RL task.)315

Visuomotor rotation task: To quantify trial-by-trial learning we first calculated the change in reach316

angle between successive trials, as in eq. 4.317

Δθi = θi+1 − θi (4)

We then performed a linear regression on Δθi with the rotation imposed on the trial i as the pre-318

dictor variable. The rotation was either 0, ± 0.75, or ± 1.5 deg. This regression was performed319

on an individual participant basis, separately for each of the four visuomotor rotation conditions320

(corresponding to feedback rotations of -1.5, -0.75, 0.75, and 1.5 deg). For these regressions, we ex-321

cluded trials that did not meet the duration criteria or that resulted in a visual error of greater than322

10 deg (M=2.65 trials per participant, SD=4.3), as these large errors were thought to reflect execu-323

tion errors or otherwise atypical movements. We took the average of the resulting slope estimates324

across blocks, multiplied by -1, as a metric of learning rate for each participant, as it reflects the325

portion of visual errors that participants corrected with a trial-by-trial adaptive process. Based on326

simulations of our experimental design using a standard memory updating model (Thoroughman327

and Shadmehr 2000) (not described here), we found that it was necessary to perform the regression328

separately for each rotation condition, as collapsing across the different rotation sizes and directions329

could introduce bias to the estimate of learning rate.330

EEG Data Denoising. EEG data were resampled to 480 Hz and filtered offline between 0.1-35 Hz331

using a second order Butterworth filter. Continuous data were segmented into 2 second epochs332

time-locked to feedback stimulus onset at 0 ms (time range: -500 to +1500 ms). Epochs containing333

artifacts were removed using a semi-automatic algorithm for artifact rejection in the EEGLAB tool-334

box (see Delorme and Makeig (2004) for details). Epochs flagged for containing artifacts as well as335

any channels with bad recordings were removed after visual inspection. Subsequently, extended336

infomax independent component analysis was performed on each participant’s data (Delorme and337

Makeig 2004). Components reflecting eye movements and blink artifacts were identified by visual338

inspection and subtracted by projection of the remaining components back to the voltage time se-339

ries.340

Event Related Component Averaging. We computed event related potentials (ERPs) on an individ-341

ual participant basis by trial averaging EEG time series epochs after artifact removal. We selected342

trials corresponding to various feedback conditions in each task as described in the following sec-343

tions. For each feedback condition ERPs were computed on an individual participant basis sepa-344

rately for recordings from channels FCz and Pz. All ERPs were baseline corrected by subtracting345

the average voltage in the 75 ms period immediately following stimulus onset. We chose to use a346

baseline period following, as opposed to preceding, stimulus onset because stimuli were presented347

immediately upon movement termination, and the period before stimulus presentation was more348

likely to be affected by movement related artifacts. Importantly, we did not observe any ERPs with349
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onsets within the baseline period. Trials in which reaches did not meet the movement duration350

criteria were excluded, as feedback relevant to reach adaptation was not provided on these trials351

(6.5% of trials in the VMR task, 7.4% OF trials in the RL task.).352

Reward Learning Task: ERPs from the reward learning condition were used to examine the neural353

correlates of reward feedback processing. We computed ERPs separately for feedback conditions354

corresponding to “frequent reward”, “infrequent reward”, “frequent non-reward”, and “infrequent355

non-reward”. Expectancy was determined on the basis of the reward frequency condition: reward356

in the high reward frequency and non-reward in the low reward frequency conditionswere deemed357

frequent, while reward in the low reward frequency and non-reward in the high reward frequency358

conditions were deemed infrequent (Holroyd and Krigolson 2007).359

Visuomotor Rotation Task: ERPs elicited by visuomotor rotation were used to examine the neural360

correlates of sensory error feedback processing. We created trial averaged ERP responses for trials361

with rotated feedback and trials with non-rotated feedback separately for the 0.75 deg and 1.5 deg362

rotation conditions. Size of rotationwas varied across blocks, whilewithin each block rotationswere363

imposed in a randomly selected 50% of trials. The resulting ERPs are identified by the conditions364

“rotated 0.75 deg”, “non-rotated 0.75 deg”, “rotated 1.5 degs” and “non-rotated 1.5 deg”.365

In order to test for effects of absolute endpoint error, which is determined not only by visuomotor366

rotation but also movement execution errors, we sorted trials in the adaptation portion of the vi-367

suomotor rotation blocks by the absolute value of the angle of visual feedback relative to the center368

of the target. We created “most accurate” ERPs for each participant by selecting the 75 trials with369

the smallest absolute feedback angle, and “least accurate” ERPs by selecting the 75 trials with the370

largest absolute feedback angle.371

We computed ERPs to test a correlation, across participants, between behavioral learning rate and372

the average neural response to feedback during adaptation to visuomotor rotation. These ERPs,373

labelled as belonging to the “adaptation” condition, included all trials in the “rotated 0.75 deg”,374

“non-rotated 0.75 deg”, “rotated 1.5 degs” and “non-rotated 1.5 deg” conditions.375

Feedback Related Negativity Analysis376

The FRN was analyzed using a difference wave approach with event related potentials (ERPs)377

recorded from FCz, where it is typically largest (Miltner et al. 1997; Holroyd and Krigolson 2007;378

Pfabigan et al. 2011). By computing a differencewave between non reward and reward outcomes, it379

is possible to capture a bidirectional voltage response to reward vs non reward feedback. Although380

the feedback related negativity is classically characterized by a negative voltage peak following381

non reward feedback, multiple lines of evidence suggest that voltage increase in response to re-382

ward outcomes also contributes to the variance captured by the difference wave approach, despite383

not producing a distinct peak (Baker and Holroyd 2011b; Carlson et al. 2011; Walsh and Ander-384

son 2012; Becker et al. 2014; Heydari and Holroyd 2016). Furthermore, difference waves can be385

computed separately for frequent and infrequent outcomes, capturing effects related to reward pre-386

diction error while removing effects of pure surprise through subtraction. Difference waves were387

computed for each participant by subtracting ERPs corresponding to unsuccessful outcomes from388

those corresponding to successful outcomes. FRN amplitude was determined as the mean value of389
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the difference wave between 200-350 ms after feedback presentation. This time window was cho-390

sen a priori on the basis of previous reports (Walsh and Anderson 2012). To test for the statistically391

significant presence of the FRN for each difference wave, we submitted the mean value between392

200-350 ms after feedback presentation to a t-test against zero.393

Visuomotor Rotation Task: First, we created difference waves to test whether the rotations imposed394

on randomly selected trials elicited FRN. The “rotated 0.75 deg” event related potentials (ERPs)395

were subtracted from the “non-rotated 0.75 deg” ERPs to create a “small VMR” difference wave.396

The “rotated 1.5 deg” ERPs were subtracted from the “non-rotated 1.5 deg” ERPs to create a “large397

VMR” difference wave.398

Next, we created a differencewave to test whether a FRNwas observable by comparing trials where399

the endpoint feedbackwas furthest from the center of the target from thosewhere feedbackwas clos-400

est to the center of the target. The “least accurate” ERPs were subtracted from the “most accurate”401

ERPs to create an “endpoint error” difference wave. We hypothesized that sensory error feedback402

would not elicit a FRN, and as such we tested for the FRN using this second approach to more403

thoroughly confirm our hypothesis that the FRNwould not be observed in the visuomotor rotation404

task.405

Reward Learning Task: The frequent non-reward event related potential (ERP) was subtracted from406

the frequent reward EPR to create a “frequent” differencewave, and the infrequent non-reward ERP407

was subtracted from the infrequent reward EPR to create an “infrequent” difference wave.408

We used a t-test to test the difference between FRN amplitude for the “frequent” and “infrequent”409

difference waves.410

P300 analysis411

To analyze the P300 we used event related potentials (ERPs) recorded from channel Pz, where it412

is typically largest (Fabiani et al. 1987; Hajcak et al. 2005; Polich 2007; MacLean et al. 2015). We413

calculated P300 amplitude using base-to-peak voltage difference. The temporal ROIs for the peak414

and base were determined using grand averages computed across participants and conditions for415

each task (see “Visuomotor Rotation task”, and “Reward Learning Task”, below). P300 peakwas de-416

fined as the maximum peak occurring 250-500 ms after stimulus onset, which always corresponded417

to the largest peak in the analyzed epoch. P300 base was defined as the minimum preceding peak418

that occurred at least 100 ms after stimulus onset. For each subject, peak and base voltages were419

calculated separately for each condition ERP as the average voltagewithin 50mswindows centered420

around the temporal ROIs defined at the group level. P300 amplitude was then determined as the421

difference between peak and base voltage.422

Visuomotor Rotation task: P300 amplitude was calculated in four conditions using the “rotated 0.75423

deg”, “non-rotated 0.75 deg”, “rotated 1.5 deg” and “non-rotated 1.5 deg”, event related potentials424

(ERPs). Temporal ROIs were determined, as described above, by aggregating all trials across par-425

ticipants and the four conditions into a single set and averaging to produce an “aggregate grand426

average from trials”waveform. This approach allows for data driven ROI selectionwithout inflated427

Type-I error rate, and has been shown to be insensitive to trial number asymmetry across conditions428

(Brooks et al. 2017). We tested for differences in P300 amplitude related to visuomotor rotation us-429
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ing two-way repeated measures ANOVA with factors rotation (levels: non-rotated, rotated) and430

rotation magnitude (levels: 0.75 deg, 1.5 deg).431

Reward Learning Task: P300 amplitude was calculated in four conditions using the “infrequent re-432

ward”, “frequent reward”, “infrequent non-reward”, and “frequent non-reward” feedback condi-433

tion event relatedpotentials (ERPs), described above. We found that thewaveformmorphologywas434

considerably different for the ERPs elicited by reward feedback and those elicited by non-reward435

feedback, in part due to the feedback related negativity. As such we defined temporal ROIs sep-436

arately for the reward conditions (infrequent reward, frequent reward) and the non-reward condi-437

tions (“infrequent non-reward”, and “frequent non-reward”). In both cases, temporal ROIs were438

determined, as described above, by aggregating all trials across participants and the corresponding439

two conditions into a single set and averaging to produce an “aggregate grand average from trials”440

waveform. This ROI selection method has only been shown to be necessarily unbiased when all441

conditions display similar waveform morphology and are grouped together (Brooks et al. 2017).442

For this reason, we repeated our analysis using a common method of selecting peaks for each indi-443

vidual participant and condition ERP after matching the number of trials across conditions, which444

produced similar results.445

We tested for differences in P300 amplitude between feedback conditions using 2 way repeated446

measures ANOVA with factors reward (levels: rewarded, non-rewarded) and expectancy (levels:447

infrequent, frequent).448

Results449

Behavioral Results450

Reward Learning Task. In the reward learning task participants adapted their reach angle on the ba-451

sis of binary reward feedback (Fig 3). We calculated a reward learning score for each subject by452

subtracting the average reach angle in the clockwise learning condition from that in the counter-453

clockwise learning condition, excluding the baseline trials, such that the average reward learning454

score would be approximately zero if participants did not respond to the reward feedback in any455

way. We observed a mean reward learning score of 5.47 (SD=4.66), which is significantly greater456

than zero (one-sample t-test; t(19)=5.25, p<.001). Participants received reward on 67.0% (SD=4.9%)457

of trials in the high frequency condition and 38.6% (SD=4.3%) of trials in the low frequency condi-458

tion.459

Visuomotor rotation task. In the visuomotor rotation task participants received endpoint cursor feed-460

back and adapted their reach angles in response to the rotated cursor feedback imposed on ran-461

domly selected trials. To estimate trial-by-trial learning rates for individual participants we quan-462

tified the linear relationship between the change in reach angle after each trial with the rotation463

imposed on the preceding trial as the predictor variable, separately for each rotation condition (-1.5,464

-0.75, 0.75, and 1.5 deg). We took the average of the resulting slope estimates and multiplied it by465

negative one to obtain a measure of learning rate. This metric reflects the proportion of visuomotor466

rotation that each participant corrected with a trial-by-trial adaptive process. The mean learning467

rate was 0.49 (SD=0.46), which was significantly different from zero (one-sample t-test; t(19)=4.8,468
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Figure 3: Participants adapted their reach angle in the reward learning condition. Group average reach angles
in the reward learning conditions are plotted. Each participant completed four blocks. For each direction of
intended learning (clockwise and counter clockwise), each participant completed a block in the high reward
frequency (65%) condition and a block in the low reward frequency (35%) condition. Shaded regions are ±
1 SEM.

p<.001). This indicates that participants corrected for visual errors on a trial-by-trial basis. Figure 4469

shows the average change in reach angle for each size and direction of the imposed cursor rotation.470
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Figure 4: Participants adapted their reach angle on a trial-by-trial basis in the visuomotor rotation condition.
The average change in reach angle between subsequent pairs of trials is plotted for each size and direction
of rotation imposed on the preceding trial. The average change in reach angle is in all cases opposite to the
rotation, indicating that participants adapted their reaches to counteract the perturbations.

Feedback Related Negativity Results471

Reward learning task. Figure 5a shows the event related potentials (ERPs) recorded from electrode472

FCz during the reward learning condition, averaged across participants. The mean value of the473

“frequent” difference wave recorded from FCz between 200-350 ms was significantly different from474

zero (M=5.34 μV, SD=4.11, t(19)=5.81, p<.001, one-sample t-test), indicating that frequent feedback475

elicited a FRN in our reward learning task. The mean value of the “infrequent” difference wave476
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was also significantly larger than zero (M=7.09 μV, SD=2.76, t(19)=11.47, p<.001, one-sample t-test),477

indicating that infrequent feedback also elicited a FRN.478

The mean amplitude of the “infrequent” difference wave was not reliably larger than the mean479

amplitude of the “frequent” difference wave, although the difference showed a nearly significant480

trend in this direction (t(19)=1.66, p=.056, paired t-test, one-tailed; Fig 5c). Robust multiple linear481

regression was used to predict reward learning scores, which we calculated for each subject as the482

difference in average reach angle between the clockwise and counterclockwise learning conditions,483

based on the mean values of the “frequent” and “infrequent” difference waves as predictors. The484

predictors were not correlated (r=0.11, p=.642). The overall multiple regression model was not sig-485

nificant (F(2,17) = 2.72, p = 0.095), with an R2 of 0.242. Participants’ predicted reward learning score,486

in degrees of reach angle, is equal to 5.243 + 0.525β1 − 0.382β2, where β1 is the mean value of the487

“frequent” difference wave in μV, and β2 is the mean value of the “infrequent” difference wave in488

μV. The “frequent” difference wave was a significant predictor of the reward learning score (t(17) =489

2.17, p = 0.044), while the “infrequent” difference wavewas not a significant predictor of the reward490

learning score (t(17) = -1.06, p = 0.30). Figure 5d shows the relationships between the “frequent” and491

“infrequent” FRN amplitudes and the reward learning score.492

Visuomotor rotation task. Figure 6a shows the event related potentials (ERPs) recorded from electrode493

FCz during the visuomotor rotation condition, averaged across participants. The mean value of494

the “small VMR” difference wave recorded from FCz between 200-350 ms was not significantly495

different from zero (M=-0.21 μV, SD=1.29, Z=-0.67,W = 87, p=0.50, Wilcoxon signed-ranks test, Fig.496

6c). Similarly, the mean value of the “large VMR” difference wave recorded from FCz between497

200-350 ms was not significantly different than zero (M=-0.26 μV, SD=1.22, t(19)=-0.97, p=0.34, one-498

sample t-test, Fig. 6c). These findings indicate that the VMRs imposed in the visuomotor rotation499

task did not reliably elicit a FRN.500

The mean value of the “endpoint error” difference wave recorded from FCz between 200-350 ms501

was not significantly different than zero (M=0.61 μV, SD=3.28, t(19)=0.82, p=.42, one-sample t-test),502

indicating that a FRN did not reliably occur on the basis of endpoint error feedback. The fact that503

we were able to detect a FRN in the reward learning task but not in the visuomotor rotation task is504

consistent with the notion that the FRN reflects reward processing but not sensory error processing,505

and that our experimental design successfully dissociated the two.506

P300 Results507

Reward learning task. Figure 7A shows event related potentials (ERPs) recorded from electrode508

Pz during the reward learning condition, averaged across participants. We performed a 2x2509

repeated measures ANOVA on P300 amplitude with factors expectancy and reward. Figure 7b510

shows P300 amplitude for each condition, averaged across participants We found a significant511

main effect of feedback expectancy (F(1,19)=97.16,p<.001), indicating that P300 amplitude was512

significantly larger in the infrequent feedback conditions. We also found a significant main effect513

of reward, (F(1,19)=13.18, p=.002), indicating P300 amplitude was larger following rewarded trials514

compared to unrewarded trials. We found no reliable interaction between reward and expectancy,515

(F(1,19)=0.992, p=.332). P300 amplitude was not significantly correlated to reward learning scores516

for any of the four feedback conditions: frequent reward (R2=0.17, F(1,18)=0.97, p=0.34), infrequent517
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Figure 5: The feedback related negativitywas elicited by reward feedback during the reward learning task. A,
Trial averaged ERPs recorded from electrode FCz aligned to feedback presentation (0 ms: vertical blue line).
Frequent and infrequent reward reflects reward feedback in the high and low reward frequency conditions,
respectively. Frequent and infrequent non-reward refers to non-reward feedback in the low and high reward
frequency conditions, respectively. Shaded regions: ± SEM. The grey shaded box indicates the temporal
window of the FRN. B, The difference waves (reward ERP - non-reward ERP) for frequent and infrequent
feedback aligned to feedback presentation. C, The mean amplitude of the difference wave (reward ERP -
non-reward ERP) between 200-350ms for infrequent and frequent feedback. D, The mean amplitudes of the
difference waves are predictive of behavioral learning scores across participants for the frequent feedback,
but not the infrequent feedback.
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A

B

C

Figure 6: The feedback related negativity was not elicited by sensory error feedback during the visuomotor
rotation task. A, Trial averaged ERPs recorded from electrode FCz aligned to feedback presentation (0 ms:
vertical line). Shaded regions: ± SEM. The grey shaded box indicates the temporal window of the FRN. B,
The difference waves non rotated ERP - rotated ERP) for the .75 and 1.5 degree rotation conditions aligned
to feedback presentation. C, The mean amplitude of the difference wave (non rotated ERP - rotated ERP)
between 200-350ms for the .75 and 1.5 degree rotation condition (Error bars: ± SEM).
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A

B

Figure 7: The P300 is modulated by feedback during the reward learning task. A, Trial averaged ERPs
recorded from electrode Pz aligned to feedback presentation (0 ms: vertical line). Shaded regions: ± SEM.
Arrows indicate the time points for the base and peak of the P300. B, P300 amplitude in each feedback condi-
tion (Error bars: ± SEM). P300 amplitude is larger for rewarded feedback relative to unrewarded feedback,
and infrequent feedback relative to frequent feedback.
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reward (R2=0.030, F(1,18)=0.558, p=0.47), frequent non-reward (R2=0.067, F(1,18)=1.3, p=0.27), and518

infrequent non-reward (R2=0.06, F(1,18)=1.15, p=0.30).519
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Figure 8: The P300 reflects sensory error processing during the visuomotor rotation task. A, Trial average
event related potentials (ERPs) recorded from electrode Pz aligned to feedback presentation (0 ms). Shaded
regions: ± SEM. Arrows indicate the time points for the base and peak of the P300. B, The peak-to-peak
amplitude of the P300 during the visuomotor rotation task (Error bars: ± SEM). C, P300 amplitudewas larger
for rotated than non-rotated trials in the 1.5 deg rotation condition but not the .75 deg rotation condition. D,
P300 amplitude during adaptation was predicted learning rate. Line of best fit corresponds to robust linear
regression using iteratively reweighted least squares.

Visuomotor rotation task. Figure 8a shows event related potentials (ERPs) recorded from electrode Pz520

during the visuomotor rotation task, averaged across participants. We first-tested for an effect of521

the visuomotor rotation on P300 amplitude by comparing non-rotated feedback trials and rotated522

feedback trials. We performed a two-way repeated measures ANOVAwith factors presence of rota-523

tion and size of rotation (Figure 8b). We did not find significant main effects of presence of rotation524

(F(1,19)=2.917, p=.104). We also did not find a main effect of size of rotation (F(1,19)=3.087, p=.095).525

We did find a significant interaction effect between presence of rotation and rotation magnitude526
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(F(1,19)=8.728, p=.008). We performed planned pairwise comparisons using Bonferroni corrected527

t-tests between non-rotated and rotated conditions separately for the small and large error condi-528

tions. We found that P300 amplitude was significantly greater for rotated, compared to non-rotated,529

feedback in the 1.5 deg rotation condition (t(19)= 2.83, p=0.021, Bonferroni corrected), but not the530

.75 deg rotation condition (t(19)=0.09, p=0.93).531

Robust linear regression was used to predict behavioural learning rate in the visuomotor rotation532

task based on the amplitude of the P300measured in the “adaptation” condition ERPs (Fig 8d). P300533

amplitude was a significant predictor of learning rate (F(1,18) = 15.9, p < 0.0001), with an R2 of 0.469.534

Participants’ predicted learning rate is equal to −0.219 + 0.065β1, where β1 is the P300 amplitude535

in microvolts.536

Discussion537

We observed neural correlates of reward and sensory error feedback processing duringmotor adap-538

tation. We employed reaching tasks that were designed to isolate reward and sensory error based539

learning while producing comparable changes in reach angle. In both tasks, learning occurred in540

response to discrete feedback shown after each movement. By examining event related potentials541

(ERPs) elicited by feedback delivered at the end of movement we avoided potential confounds542

caused by neural activity or artifacts related to movement execution, motion of the limb, and on-543

line error correction. We observed that the feedback related negativity (FRN) was elicited by binary544

reward feedback but was not by sensory error feedback. This suggests that the process generating545

the FRN is not necessary for sensory error based learning, and supports the idea that the processes546

underlying the FRN are specific to reinforcement learning. The P300 occurred in response to both547

reinforcement and sensory error feedback, and P300 amplitude was modulated by visuomotor rota-548

tion, reward, and surprise. In the visuomotor rotation task, P300 amplitude depended on the size of549

the visuomotor perturbation, and was correlated to learning rate across participants. This suggests550

that the P300 might reflect general processing of prediction error that is particularly important for551

sensory error based motor adaptation.552

The FRN Reflects Processing of Reward Feedback but not Sensory Error Feedback553

Although motor adaptation has traditionally focused on sensory error learning, recent work sug-554

gests that reinforcement learning processes can also contribute to motor adaptation. In the present555

study, reward based learning was isolated from sensory error based learning during the reward556

learning task by providing only binary reward feedback in the absence of visual information con-557

cerning the position of the hand relative to the target. This feedback elicited a well characterized558

fronto-central event related potential (ERP) component known as the FRN.559

In reinforcement learning theory, agents estimate the expected value of reward outcomes associ-560

ated with actions, and actions are selected according to predictions regarding the value of reward561

outcomes. Reward prediction error (RPE) is the difference between the observed value and the pre-562

dicted value of a reward outcome. Estimates of expected value are updated proportionally to RPE.563

The true expected value of a reward outcomes is equal to the product of reward magnitude and the564

probability of reward. In our reward learning task the reward magnitude was fixed, and thus can565
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be represented as a binary quantity (0 or 1), and so the expected value of a particular action on each566

trial (e.g. the direction of hand movement) was directly proportional to the probability of reward.567

Therefore, reward feedback should elicit a positive RPE with increasing magnitude when reward is568

less probable. Conversely, non-reward should elicit negative RPEwith increasing magnitude when569

reward is more probable.570

The FRN was observed in the reward learning task as a difference in voltage between ERPs elicited571

by non-reward feedback and those elicited by reward feedback. A large body of literature has572

shown that the FRN is larger for infrequent outcomes than frequent outcomes, which supports573

the theory that the FRN encodes a signed RPE (Cohen et al. 2007; Holroyd and Krigolson 2007;574

Eppinger et al. 2008; Holroyd et al. 2011; Kreussel et al. 2012; Walsh and Anderson 2012). In the575

present study, the FRNwas larger for improbable feedback than for probable feedback, although the576

difference was not statistically reliable (p=.056). This result is potentially due to the relatively small577

difference in reward frequency experienced between the low and high reward frequency conditions578

(38.6% and 67.0%, respectively) when compared to other studies. We decided to avoid using very579

low or very high reward frequency as we found it to produce highly variable and strategic behavior580

in the task.581

A prominent theory proposes that the FRN reflects activity originating in the anterior cingulate582

cortex driven by phasic dopaminergic signaling of RPE (Holroyd and Coles 2002; Santesso et al.583

2009). This activity is purported to underlie reward-based learning processes by integrating RPE to584

affect future action selection. We sought to examine the role of the FRN in learning by testing the585

correlation between the amplitude of the FRN and the extent of learning as assessed behaviorally.586

In typical reward learning paradigms, successful learning is correlated with increased reward fre-587

quency, and as such the relationship between the FRN and themagnitude of learning is confounded588

by any effect of reward frequency on FRN amplitude. In the current study, the reward learning task589

was adaptive to learning such that the overall reward frequency was largely decoupled from the590

extent of adaptation. We found that the extent of behavioral learning was predicted by the am-591

plitude of the FRN for the frequent feedback condition but not the infrequent feedback condition.592

One possible explanation for this discrepancy is that participants responded reliably to large RPEs593

elicited by infrequent feedback as they were most salient, but the limiting factor in learning was a594

sensitivity to small RPEs. Even though small RPEs should produce less learning per trial than large595

RPEs, in our task they were by definition more numerous and as such could contribute comparably596

to the overall extent of learning. Another possibility is that the measure of FRN amplitude became597

less reliable in the infrequent feedback condition due to interference by surprise related signals that598

were not directly related to RL, such as the P300. Relationships between the FRN and learning have599

been observed for tasks such as time estimation and discrete motor sequence learning (Holroyd and600

Krigolson 2007; Helden et al. 2010). As such, the present findings support the idea that the same601

RPE processing mechanism can drive learning across both cognitive and motor tasks. However,602

correlations with limited sample sizes can be unreliable, and the relationship between FRN ampli-603

tude and reward learning in the present study was not particularly strong. Future work is needed604

to further test this relationship, preferably through causal manipulation and behavioural tasks that605

produce less variable and idiosyncratic learning behavior.606

The sensory error-based learning task allowed us to dissociate the neural signatures of reward based607
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learning and sensory error based learning. Sensory error often coincides with task error and reward608

omission, as failure to achieve the expected sensory consequences of a motor command usually en-609

tails failure to achieve the subjective goal of the task. Achieving task goals may be inherently re-610

warding or explicitly rewarded, as in the current study. Our visuomotor rotation task was designed611

to elicit learning through sensory error feedback while minimizing task error, as the perturbations612

were relatively small and rarely resulted in cursor feedback outside of the target. We did not observe613

the presence of the FRN in response to sensory error feedback, despite reliable observation of be-614

havioural adaptation and the P300 neural response. This suggests that the process which generates615

the FRN is not necessary for adaptation to sensory errors.616

Our results suggest that the ERP responses to reward and sensory error processing can be dissoci-617

ated inmotor adaptation, and that the FRN is specific to reward based learning processes. Although618

the FRN is classically associated with reinforcement learning, recent work has identified the FRN619

or the closely related error-related negativity (ERN) in various motor learning and execution tasks620

involving sensory error signals. These studies either concluded that reinforcement and sensory er-621

ror based learning processes share common neural resources, or they simply do not distinguish622

between these two processes (Krigolson et al. 2008; Torrecillos et al. 2014; MacLean et al. 2015).623

We argue that the brain processes reward and sensory error feedback through distinct mechanisms,624

but that the two processes can be confounded when perturbations causing sensory error are also625

evaluated as an implicit failure to meet task goals. In this case, the brain could process a reward and626

sensory prediction error independently, although learningmight be driven primarily by the sensory627

prediction error. This is consistent with behavioral studies showing that sensory error based learn-628

ing is the primary driver of behavioral change when both reward and sensory feedback is provided629

(Izawa and Shadmehr 2011; Cashaback et al. 2017).630

Recently, Savoie et al. (2018) also examined the effects of sensory error on EEG responses while care-631

fully controlling for reward or task related errors. FollowingMazzoni and Krakauer (2006), a 45 deg632

visuomotor rotation was imposed on continuous cursor feedback, and participants were instructed633

to reach to a second target opposite to the rotation. In this paradigm, participants do not experience634

failure to achieve task goals or reward, as they effectively counteract the rotation through strategic635

aiming. Nonetheless, participants automatically and implicitly adapt to the sensory error caused636

by the rotation. This strategic condition was contrasted to a condition with no instructed strategy,637

in which participants had already adapted fully to a 45 deg rotation, and thus experienced no task638

or sensory error. Unlike the current study, the authors report a prominent mid-frontal negativity639

resembling the FRN in the strategic condition, despite a lack of task or reward related errors. One640

possible explanation for these conflicting results is that the FRN can be elicited by sensory error,641

but that the visuomotor rotations used in the current study were simply too small to elicit an ob-642

servable FRN. Another possible explanation is that the response observed by Savoie et al. was not643

an FRN elicited by failure to achieve reward or task goals, but another frontal negativity related644

to implementation of the strategy such as the N200, which can be indistinguishable from the FRN645

(Holroyd et al. 2008). The N200 is elicited by response conflict and cognitive control, which may646

have occurred during the strategic aiming condition as participants were required to inhibit the pre-647

potent response of reaching directly towards the target and instead implement the strategic aiming648

response (Nieuwenhuis et al. 2003; Folstein and Van Petten 2008; Enriquez-Geppert et al. 2010).649
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The P300 is Modulated by Sensory Error, Surprise, and Reward650

During the visuomotor rotation task in the present study, we observed a P300 event related potential651

(ERP) in response to reach endpoint position feedback, and we found that P300 amplitude was652

sensitive to the magnitude of sensory error. P300 amplitude was increased by the larger but not the653

smaller visuomotor rotation. Learning in visuomotor rotation paradigms is thought to be driven654

primarily by sensory error based learning, and as such our findings suggest that the P300 observed655

in this task might reflect neural activity that is related to processing of sensory error underlying656

motor adaptation (Izawa and Shadmehr 2011).657

It is important to note that a P300 response is typically elicited by stimulus processing in tasks un-658

related to sensory error-based motor adaptation, including the reward learning task in the present659

study. A prominent and enduring theory proposes that the P300 reflects cortical processing re-660

lated to the updating of a neural model of stimulus context upon processing of unexpected stimuli661

(Donchin 1981; Donchin and Coles 1988; Polich 2007). This theory resembles an account of sensory662

error basedmotor adaptation in which the updating of an internal model of motor dynamics occurs663

when sensory input differs from the predictions of the internal model (Wolpert et al. 1995; Synofzik664

et al. 2008). It is possible that the P300 reflects a general aspect of prediction error processing that is665

common to both sensorimotor and cognitive function. The P300 is typically localized to parietal re-666

gions, which are implicated in processing sensory prediction error during adaptation to visuomotor667

rotation (Bledowski et al. 2004; Diedrichsen et al. 2005; Linden 2005; Tanaka et al. 2009). Consistent668

with the P300 underlying sensory prediction error processing, cerebellar damage impairs sensory669

error based adaptation and results in P300 abnormalities (Tachibana et al. 1995; Martin et al. 1996;670

Maschke et al. 2004; Paulus et al. 2004; Smith and Shadmehr 2005; Mannarelli et al. 2015; Therrien671

et al. 2015).672

Previous studies have examined P300 responses elicited by sensory error feedback. It has been673

demonstrated that P300 amplitude decreases along with the magnitude of reach errors during the674

course of prism adaptation (MacLean et al. 2015). This suggests that the P300 is modulated by675

sensory error, but it does not rule out the possibility that the P300 simply attenuated with time.676

The P300 has also been reported to occur in response to random shifts in target location (Krigolson677

et al. 2008), another type of visuo-spatial error which, however, does not reliably produce learning678

(Diedrichsen et al. 2005). Both of these studies also reported FRN components occurring in response679

to task errors. In the present study a P300 response was observed that is correlated to behavioral680

learning and isolated from the FRN.681

In our reward learning task, P300 amplitude was modulated by feedback valence and expectancy682

but was not correlated to learning.The finding that P300 shows a larger positive amplitude for in-683

frequent feedback regardless of valence is consistent with previous reports and supports the notion684

that the P300 reflects a general prediction error processing when the stimulus differs from expec-685

tation (Hajcak et al. 2005, 2007; Wu and Zhou 2009; Pfabigan et al. 2011). This is distinct from686

the interaction between valence and expectancy that is characteristic of encoding reward prediction687

error, in which surprise has opposite effects on the response to reward and non reward. We also688

found that the P300 was larger for reward than non reward feedback. Some previous studies have689

shown a similar effect of reward valence on P300 amplitude (Hajcak et al. 2005; Wu and Zhou 2009;690

Leng and Zhou 2010; Zhou et al. 2010), while others have not (Yeung and Sanfey 2004; Sato et al.691
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2005; Pfabigan et al. 2011). This finding is also consistent with idea that the P300 reflects updating692

of a model of stimulus context in response to prediction error, as reward feedback would indicate693

that the previous action was rewarding while all other possible actions were not rewarding. Non694

reward feedback would only indicate that the previous action was not rewarding, and thus carries695

less information for updating of the internal representation of the task.696

Outstanding Questions697

In visuomotor rotation paradigms, a dissociation has been drawn between explicit and implicit698

learning processes which contribute to learning in a largely independent manner (Mazzoni and699

Krakauer 2006; Krakauer 2009; Benson et al. 2011; Heuer and Hegele 2011; Taylor et al. 2014; Mc-700

Dougle et al. 2015, 2016; Schween and Hegele 2017). The implicit process occurs automatically,701

without conscious awareness, and constitutes a recalibration of the visuomotor mapping. The ex-702

plicit process is characterized by conscious and strategic changes in aiming intended to counteract703

experimental perturbations. The implicit component is known to be dependent on cerebellar pro-704

cesses, while explicit learningmay rely on prefrontal and premotor cortex (Taylor et al. 2010; Heuer705

and Hegele 2011; Taylor and Ivry 2014; McDougle et al. 2016).706

In the current study, relatively small perturbations of feedback produce gradual changes in reach707

direction. This gradual form of adaptation is thought to primarily recruit the implicit adaptation708

process (Klassen et al. 2005; Michel et al. 2007; Saijo and Gomi 2010). Nonetheless, it is possible709

that a mixture of implicit and strategic learning contributes the observed adaptation, especially710

considering the finding that visual feedback restricted to movement endpoint elicits less implicit711

learning relative to continuous feedback, and that strategic aiming is employed to reduce residual712

error (Taylor et al. 2014). Further work is necessary to determine whether the neural generators of713

the P300 observed in the VMR task contribute specifically to implicit or strategic learning processes.714

Similarly, it is not clear whether adaptation in the RL task occurred implicitly or through strategic715

processes. The extent of learning was variable and idiosyncratic, which may reflect differences in716

awareness of the manipulation or conscious strategy (Holland et al. 2018). Recent work has shown717

that when participants learn to produce reach angles directed away from a visual target through718

binary reward feedback, adaptation is dramatically reduced by instructions to cease any strategic719

aiming, suggesting a dominant explicit component to reward based reach adaptation (Codol et al.720

2018; Holland et al. 2018). Nonetheless, after learning a 25 degree rotation through binary feed-721

back and being instructed to cease strategic aiming, small changes in reach angle persist (Holland722

et al. 2018). It is not clear whether this residual adaptation can be attributed to an implicit form of723

reward learning or whether it reflects use dependent plasticity, but it suggests that implicit reward724

learning may occur for small changes in reach angle, such as those observed in the present study.725

Future work should determine whether the FRN and P300 are specifically related to strategic or726

explicit reward based motor adaptation, especially considering evidence from sequence and cogni-727

tive learning domains that the FRN relates more closely to explicit processes (Rüsseler et al. 2003;728

Loonis et al. 2017).729
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